Introduction
The stock market is an economic "barometer" and "alarm". While for stock investors, the more accurate the future stock price forecasts, the lower risk and more secure are expected to obtain from the stock investment, the stock prediction exploration also plays an important role for a country's economic advancement. Therefore, the study of stock intrinsic properties and prediction is of great theoretical significance and application prospect.
Because the stock information data is complex, computer-aided data processing is expected to apply to analyze and process the large amount of stock information data, instead only relying on experience and intuition of the relevant experts or practitioners for judgment. In this paper, on the basis of the existing stock prediction model, a DFS model is proposed via computer aided processing and data mining.
DFS Model
In terms of the characteristics of stock price series, it is a time series, therefore the methods of time series analysis are able to apply. After analysis of stock price time series, the characteristics of the time sequence of overall trend, certain period of time and small random fluctuation are discovered. Virtually, the internal factors affect the characteristics of the three aspects. The evolvement of social economic for a considerable tim . e impact the overall trends, certain periodic reflects stock price changing with seasons, and small fluctuation may be due to short-term economic fluctuations and the psychological factors of investment.
To raise the forecast accuracy, a decomposition-forecast-synthesis (DFS) model is proposed by this paper, based on the analysis of the characteristics of the stock price time series, combined with the established single stock price prediction model, for instance, time series model, grey prediction model, neural network prediction model, etc.
DFS model decomposes a stock price time series into three components, including time tend component, quasi periodic component and random component. For each component, an adaptive prediction model is adopted to predict, afterwards, the synthesis of three component is to acquire stock price forecast sequence. A. DFS Model Flow Chart. B. DFS Model Algorithm. For easy understanding the proposed method, five steps are introduced step by step as follows:
Step 1: Separate trend component. Due to the growing trend of the signal is often represents the low frequency components, the application of wavelet analysis is able to decompose the signal in multi-scale and then obtain the development trend from the low frequency coefficient. The primary reason is that, as the scale of wavelet decomposition increasing, the more high frequency components will be filter out, so that acquiring the development trend of the signal.
Wavelet analysis is applied to separate trend component of the stock price sequence. Above all, carry out five scale wavelet decomposition of sequence, then, reconstruct low frequency coefficient of wavelet decomposition, ultimately, select one scale in five as the composition of the trend of stock price series.
Step 2: forecast trend component. Got the trend of stock price series can carry on the forecast. Because the trend sequence is a smooth sequence removed high frequency information, abundant suitable prediction methods are able to forecast trend sequence, for instance, time series forecasting model, grey forecasting model, regression analysis prediction method, etc.
. Single prediction methods can achieve the limited prediction precision, what's more, different methods suit different stages of different characteristics of the trend. To achieve higher prediction precision overall, apply the combination forecast model in this paper.
 Combination Forecast Model. Supposing single forecasting methods, the prediction by th single method is , = , , … , . If the combination prediction meet = + + ⋯ + , naming the combination forecast as linear combination forecast model, among , , … , represent the weighting coefficient for each method, generally ∑ = = , ≥ , = , , … , . The core matter of combination forecast is to calculate the weighing coefficient, to effectively improve the prediction accuracy. The Prediction Error Sum of Squares Inverse Method is adopted.
 Prediction Error Sum of Squares Inverse Method. The greater prediction error sum of squares, the lower precision of the forecasting model, the smaller weighting coefficient in the combination forecast model.
Command:
Absolutely, ∑ = , ≥ , = , , … , , = among representing the sum of forecasting error square of th single method.
represents the predicted value of th single method in th time, represents the actual value sequence{ , = , , … , } of the same forecast object, N represent the length of time, = ( − ) represents the forecasting error of th single method in th time.  In this paper, the single forecasting methods adopt time series forecasting model, grey prediction model and polynomial fitting model, the weighted coefficient determined by Prediction Error Sum of Squares Inverse Method.
Step 3: Separate and forecast periodic component. Obtain the rest ingredient after removing the trend component from the stock price series. Applying Fourier Transform in rest ingredient to acquire the frequency practically energy concentrated, believed represented the roughly period of time.
Then fit the rest ingredient via cycle fitting to gain the quasi periodic fitting equation used to separate and forecast periodic component.
Step 4: forecast almost random component. Obtain the almost random sequence primary containing high frequency components after removing the periodic component from the rest ingredient. The autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model is applied to forecast the high frequency almost random sequence, one of the time series prediction model.
Step 5: synthesis of three component. Currently, the predicted value of trend component, periodic component and almost random component has been obtained. Then the synthetic process is to sum the three component predicted value to acquire the eventual predicted value of stock price series.
Step 6: Evaluation of DFS Model. The Mean Square Error (MSE) and Mean Square Coefficient of Variation (MCV) are adopted as evaluation criterion. The smaller MSE and MCV reflect the higher precision of forecasting model.  Mean Square Error (MSE). The filtering theory told, if a forecast is sound, it is unbiased in statistical sense, meaning the expectation of forecast value is expected the true value:
Mean Square Coefficient of Variation (MCV).
To eliminate the dimension influence on the results of evaluation, adopting dimensionless mean square from the rate the MCV:
It is promoted by the standard deviation coefficient
), expressing the degree between the predicted and actual value. � > ， � represented the expectation price of one stock, � and respectively represent the predicted value and the actual value.
Experimental Results.
For evaluation the forecasting performance of proposed model, the daily stock prices of SAIC Motor from December 2, 2013 to March 2, 2016 are used as experimental dataset. Even more, a single forecast model is adopted to forecast the SAIC Motor stock, then comparing the two model. Here, the grey prediction model (GM (1, 1) ) is adopted.
 DFS Model Table 1 DFS Model  GM(1,1) Fig 1 GM(1,1)  Comparison of the two model By contrast the evaluation criterion of DFS and GM(1,1), DFS Model achieved a higher precision satisfactory result.
Conclusion
The advantage of the DFS Model can be achieved from the experiment above compared to other single prediction model. It is true that the DFS Model addresses on the stock price series prediction problem with various growing characteristics, for it is based on the analysis of the characteristics of stock price time sequence, combined with the existing prediction method, established a fresh stock price prediction model.
